Current & Upcoming Professional Resources in

PEDIATRICS & NEONATOLOGY
The Hospital for Sick Children
Handbook of Pediatrics, 12e
Edited by HSC, Shawna Silver, MD, Deborah Schonfeld, MD, Siobhán Neville, Catherine Diskin
Practical and pocket sized, The Hospital for Sick Children Handbook of Pediatrics has been a trusted clinical reference for more than 50 years. The fully revised 12th edition continues this tradition of excellence with succinct, easily accessible, and evidence-based answers for the diagnosis and management of pediatric patients. Get the reliable information you need from staff pediatricians, specialists, residents, and fellows at one of the top pediatric hospitals in the world.

Due September 2021, Print Book #: UCL1 ISBN: 9780323713405 Elsevier, $118.99
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Textbook of Neonatal Resuscitation, 8e
American Academy of Pediatrics and American Heart Association; Editor in chief: Gary M. Weiner, MD, FAAP; Associate editor: Jeanette Zaichkin, RN, MN, NNP-BC
Introduces a new educational methodology to better meet the needs of health care professionals who manage the newly born baby. The NRP, Eighth Edition, introduces a new educational methodology to better meet the needs of health care professionals who manage the newly born baby.

New in the Eighth Edition:
• Key Points at the beginning of each lesson.
• Quick response (QR) codes that enable the reader to view short videos about the topic on their mobile device.
• Lesson Review Questions grouped together at the end of each lesson.
• Quality Improvement Opportunities and Frequently Asked Questions in each lesson.
• New sections in Lesson 10 (Special Considerations) about resuscitation of the newborn with a myelomeningocele or an abdominal wall defect.
• Three Supplemental Lessons (Improving Resuscitation Team Performance, Resuscitation Outside the Delivery Room, and Bringing Quality Improvement to Your Resuscitation Team) that allow NRP users to enhance their resuscitation knowledge and performance.

Due July 2021, Print Book #: WRT20
ISBN: 9781610025249
American Academy of Pediatrics, $106.50

Neonatal Care: A Quick Reference Deck
Deborah Campbell, MD, FAAP
(Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, NY)
This innovative deck provides primary care professionals with expert guidance on caring for newborns. Topics span everything from prenatal assessment to delivery and newborn evaluation, as well as feeding, general concerns, newborn illness, birth anomalies and skin lesions, specialized NICU care, preterm and full-term newborn concerns, and more. A series of illustrative boxes, tables, checklists, images, reference ranges, key principles, and supportive text are included in this handy deck.

Due June 2021, Print Book #: EFL69
ISBN: 9781610024419
American Academy of Pediatrics, $99.50
Red Book 2021: Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases, 32e
David W. Kimberlin, MD, FAAP, Elizabeth Barnett, MD, Ruth Lynfield, MD, FAAP
“Refer to the Red Book.” That’s been the watchword for generations of healthcare professionals seeking trustworthy guidance on pediatric infectious disease prevention, management, and control. Now the 32nd edition continues this tradition of excellence with the latest clinical guidance on the manifestations, etiology, epidemiology, diagnosis and treatment of more than 200 childhood infectious diseases.
Due May 2021, Print Book #: KRPX7
ISBN: 9781610025218
American Academy of Pediatrics, $212.95

Red Book Pediatric Infectious Diseases Clinical Decision Support Chart, 2e
David W. Kimberlin, MD, FAAP
Fully revised and updated, the second edition of this full-color chart collects many of the most clinically useful tables, algorithms, and other items from the Red Book® and presents them in an enlarged, enhanced, colorized format that is lightweight, portable and easy to navigate. Additionally, new tables have been created exclusively for this chart, synthesizing important clinical information from the Red Book® text.
Due July 2021, Print Book #: KRPX6
ISBN: 9781610025089
American Academy of Pediatrics, $63.95

Red Book Atlas of Pediatric Infectious Diseases, 4e
Carol J. Baker, MD, FAAP (Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX)
The fourth edition of this best-selling Red Book® image companion aids in the diagnosis and treatment of more than 160 of the most commonly seen pediatric infectious diseases. This edition features Zika virus, chikungunya, serious bacterial infections caused by Enterobacteriaceae, Moraxella catarrhalis, human parechovirus, rhinovirus, staphylococcal food poisoning, Staphylococcus aureus, coagulase-negative staphylococcal infections, Ureaplasma urealyticum, and Ureaplasma parvum. Streamline disease recognition and clinical decision-making with hundreds of finely detailed color images, combined with updated step-by-step guidelines.
2020, Print Book #: ALXF7
ISBN: 9781610023504
American Academy of Pediatrics, $177.50
Briggs Drugs in Pregnancy and Lactation: A Reference Guide to Fetal and Neonatal Risk, 11e
Gerald G. Briggs, BPharm, FCCP
(Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA)
Essential for ob/gyn physicians, primary care physicians, and any health care provider working with pregnant or postpartum women, this book puts must-know information at your fingertips in seconds. An easy A-to-Z format lists more than 1,400 of the most commonly prescribed drugs taken during pregnancy and lactation, with detailed monographs designed to provide the most essential information on possible effects on the mother, embryo, fetus, and nursing infant.
2022, Print Book #: DYSE4
ISBN: 9781975162375
Wolters Kluwer, $170.50

Breastfeeding: A Guide for the Medical Profession, 9e
Ruth A. Lawrence, MD
(Univ. of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, NY)
Written and edited by leading physicians, Breastfeeding: A Guide for the Medical Profession, Ninth Edition, offers comprehensive, dependable information and guidance in this multifaceted field. Award-winning author and co-founder of the Academy of Breastfeeding Medicine, Dr. Ruth Lawrence, and her son, Dr. Rob Lawrence, ensure that you’re brought fully up to date on everything from basic data on the anatomical, physiological, biochemical, nutritional, immunological, and psychological aspects of human lactation, to the problems of clinical management of breastfeeding—all in a highly readable, easily accessible desk reference.
Due June 2021, Print Book #: LSYG7
ISBN: 9780323680134
Elsevier, $105.99
eBook download (ePub) Book #: LTQE6, $83.99

Practical Paediatric Prescribing: How to Prescribe the Most Common Drugs
Will Carroll, MD, MRCP, MRCPCH, Bm, BCh, BA, MA
(Univ. Hospital of the North Midlands, Stoke-on-Trent, UK)
Prescribing for children is problematic. Children are not small adults in terms of their physiology, and they cannot be subjects in clinical trials. This makes prescribing for them something of an art and a daunting one at that for trainees. Will Carroll (co-editor of the Illustrated Textbook of Paediatrics amongst other titles for paediatrics trainees) with a team of fellow paediatricians and a hospital pharmacist have sought to demystify prescribing for children. The team has identified what from their experience are the most common drugs prescribed to children and have addressed each one, adding detail about how each medicine works. Each chapter follows the ABCDE structure covering Absorption, Biological effects, Clearance, Dosing and side Effects in children.
2020, Print Book #: CTZC3
ISBN: 9780702076121
Elsevier, $51.99
eBook download (ePub) Book #: CYL49, $46.99
Lexicomp Pediatric & Neonatal Dosage Handbook, 28e
The Lexicomp Pediatric & Neonatal Dosage Handbook, 28th Edition, is a valuable point-of-care dosing resource designed to support medical professionals managing pediatric and neonatal patients. This book includes more than 1,200 drug monographs featuring concise fields of information specific to neonates and children. It follows a convenient, dictionary-like format, with drug products alphabetically organized and cross-referenced by U.S. and Canadian brand names. Clear, concise and relevant Lexicomp drug information is supplemented by an extensive Appendix of comparative charts, tables and supportive information, as well as a Therapeutic Category & Key Word Index.
Due July 2021, Print Book #: TLUG9
ISBN: 9781591953876
UpToDate Inc., $141.95

Yaffe and Aranda’s Neonatal and Pediatric Pharmacology: Therapeutic Principles in Practice, 5e
Jacob V. Aranda, MD, PhD, FRCPC (Wayne State Univ., Detroit, MI)
The premier comprehensive textbook in the field, Yaffe and Aranda’s Neonatal and Pediatric Pharmacology, Fifth Edition, provides an authoritative overview of all aspects of drug therapy in newborns, children, and adolescents. It offers evidence-based guidelines for safe, effective, and rational drug therapy, including specific recommendations for all major drug classes and diseases. Now in a vibrant two-color format, this fully revised reference is an indispensable resource for pediatricians, neonatologists, pediatric residents, and fellows in different pediatric subspecialties, including neonatal medicine and pediatric critical care.
2021, Print Book #: AQBQ5
ISBN: 9781975112486
Wolters Kluwer, $369.50

Procedural Pediatric Dermatology
Andrew C. Krakowski
Many factors contribute to the challenge of performing dermatologic procedures in children including the use of different instruments, skin differences, patient and parental anxiety, pain management and anesthesia, and the need to optimize outcomes over the lifetime of the patient. Procedural Pediatric Dermatology is a first-of-its-kind reference that provides thorough, step-by-step instruction for over 100 dermatological procedures specific to the pediatric population. Using a multidisciplinary, practical approach, this unique title equips today’s clinicians to perform safe, effective care to children with guidelines and clinical pearls/tips for pre-, intra- and post-procedure strategies in addition to coding and insurance guidelines.
2021, Print Book #: KNXQ1
ISBN: 9781975112448
Wolters Kluwer, $227.50
Harper's Textbook of Pediatric Dermatology, 4e (2 Volume Set)
Peter H. Hoeger (Univ. of Hamburg, Germany)
This fourth edition of the Harper classic provides state-of-the-art information on all aspects of skin disease in children. It covers the diagnosis and treatment of all conditions—both common and rare—with a consistently evidence-based approach. Existing content has been refreshed and fully updated to reflect emerging thinking and to incorporate the latest in research and clinical data—especially at the genetic level. This book delivers crucial clinical insights and up-to-date research information that spans the breadth of the field. As the most comprehensive reference book on this subject available, this revised fourth edition will support and guide the daily practice of both dermatologists and pediatricians across the world.
2020, Print Book #: HSMQ1
ISBN: 9781119142195
Wiley Blackwell, $498.00
eBook download (ePub) Book #: HUWE7, $398.99

Pediatric Dermatology: A Quick Reference Guide, 4e
Anthony J. Mancini, MD, FAAP, FAAD
(Northwestern Univ. Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, IL)
Significantly updated and revised, this best-selling quick reference provides practical and concise guidance on the recognition and treatment of more than 100 pediatric and adolescent skin conditions. Includes more than 300 full color images that aid in accurate visual diagnosis. Coverage spans everything from dermatitis and acne to infections, pigmentation disorders, hair disorders, neonatal and infant conditions, drug eruptions, and much more.
2021, Print Book #: OHST1
ISBN: 9781610024587
American Academy of Pediatrics, $141.95

Pediatric Dermatology DDX Deck, 3e
Joseph G. Morelli, MD (Univ. of Colorado School of Medicine, Aurora, CO)
Highly visual and uniquely convenient, Pediatric Dermatology DDX Deck, 3rd Edition, is the quickest, easiest way to compare and contrast 164 of the most common pediatric dermatologic diagnoses. Each card in this swatch-style deck includes full-color images and information about a particular diagnosis, as well as cross-references (DDx refs) to other potential diagnoses. Designed with the busy practitioner in mind, it’s the perfect pocket-sized reference for frontline pediatric dermatologic diagnosis.
2021, Print Book #: OES49
ISBN: 9780323680950
Elsevier, $85.99
eBook download (ePub) Book #: OJLF6, $77.99
Paller and Mancini—
Hurwitz Clinical Pediatric Dermatology: A Textbook of Skin Disorders of Childhood and Adolescence, 6e
Amy S. Paller, MD
(Northwestern Univ. Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, IL)
Written by two leaders in the field of pediatric dermatology, this classic text provides both detailed content for the specialist and easily accessible information for the non-dermatologist and less experienced clinician. This book comprehensively covers the full range of skin disorders in children, offering authoritative, practical guidance on diagnosis and treatment in a single volume. This award-winning, evidence-based text has been fully revised and updated, and is an essential resource for anyone who sees children with skin disorders.
Due June 2021, Print Book #: PPZN7
ISBN: 9780323549882
Elsevier, $224.99

Pediatric Musculoskeletal Physical Diagnosis: A Video-Enhanced Guide
Mininder Kocher, MD, MPH, Kenneth Noonan, MD
Musculoskeletal complaints represent a large percentage of cases seen by pediatricians, family physicians, and other first-line clinicians who work with children and adolescents. Pediatric Musculoskeletal Physical Diagnosis: A Video-Enhanced Guide helps health care practitioners arrive at an accurate diagnosis and determine the need for a referral. Written by leaders in pediatric orthopaedics, this practical guide is a comprehensive, multimedia resource covering the physical examination and the next steps to the diagnosis of disorders of the growing musculoskeletal system.
2021, Print Book #: KLTF1
ISBN: 9781975109271
Wolters Kluwer, $127.95

Tachdjian’s Pediatric Orthopaedics: From the Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children, 6e (2 Volume Set)
John A. Herring, MD
(Univ. of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX)
With complete coverage appropriate for residents through experienced pediatric orthopaedic surgeons, Tachdjian’s Pediatric Orthopaedics, Sixth Edition, continues a 50-year tradition of excellence as the most comprehensive, authoritative guide to diagnosing and treating pediatric musculoskeletal disorders. Editor John Herring, MD, and experts from the Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children offer step-by-step instruction and detailed visual guidance on both surgical and nonsurgical approaches. It’s everything the orthopaedic surgeon needs to know to accurately treat the full spectrum of pediatric orthopaedic conditions and injuries.
2022, Print Book #: HXRL0
ISBN: 9780323567695
Elsevier, $620.99

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HEALTH SCIENCES BOOKSTORE!
Fleisher & Ludwig’s Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine, 8e
Richard G. Bachur, MD (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA)
Long considered the gold standard comprehensive reference for diagnosing and managing emergent health issues in children, Fleisher & Ludwig’s Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine is an essential resource for clinicians at all levels of training and experience. The revised eighth edition has been updated from cover to cover, providing practical, evidence-based content to help you meet any clinical challenge in the emergency care of pediatric patients.
2021, Print Book #: DZUX7
ISBN: 9781975121518
Wolters Kluwer, $425.95

Acute Care of At-Risk Newborns (ACoRN): A Resource and Learning Tool for Health Care Professionals, 2e
Jill E. Boulton, MD, FRCP, Kevin Coughlin, MD, FRCP, MHSc, Debra O’Flaherty, RN, BScN, MSN, Alfonso Solimano, MD, FRCP
The Acute Care of at-Risk Newborns (ACoRN) program trains health care providers to stabilize that most challenging and enigmatic of medical patients: the unwell newborn. Early assessment, intervention, and management of at-risk or unstable infants can be critical for their survival and long-term health. Clinical care standards and educational programs to address these requirements are needed. The ACoRN program provides a unique, prioritized, and systematic approach to newborn stabilization for health care professionals (HCPs) with any degree of experience. ACoRN-trained providers learn to gather information, prioritize, intervene appropriately, and deliver high quality care to at-risk and unwell newborns in any setting.
2021, Print Book #: DYSR3
ISBN: 9780197525227
Oxford University Press, $126.50

Put your patients at ease with PLUSH ORGANS!
Smart and cute, just like you!
Sizes range from 7” to 15” in height.
Each plush comes with a fun + educational booklet hangtag.

Find these educational anatomy pluses and more at your local Health Sciences Bookstore or order online at: lb.ca/ihg
Pediatric Acute Care: A Guide for Interprofessional Practice, 2e
Beth Nachtsheim Bolick, DNP, PPCNP-BC, CPNP-AC, FAAN
(Rush Univ. College of Nursing, Chicago, IL)
Stay up-to-date on the latest evidence and clinical practice in pediatric acute care with the definitive textbook in the field. Now in its second edition, this book takes an evidence-based, interprofessional approach to pediatric acute care as it exemplifies the depth and diversity that’s needed for the dynamic healthcare environments in which acutely ill children receive care. Coverage includes how to work with the pediatric patient and family, major acute care disorders and their management, emergency preparedness, common acute care procedures, and much more. With contributions from more than 200 practicing clinicians and academic experts, it represents a wide variety of disciplines including medicine, nursing, pharmacy, child life, nutrition, law, integrative medicine, education, public health, and psychology, among others.
2021, Print Book #: DSNZ6
ISBN: 9780323673327
Elsevier, $184.00

Telehealth for Pediatricians, An Issue of Pediatric Clinics of North America
C. Jason Wang, Josip Car, Barry S. Zuckerman
In collaboration with Consulting Editor Dr. Bonita Stanton, the Guest Editors of this issue of Pediatric Clinics of North America have comprehensively review the current and future opportunities for implementing telehealth into pediatric practice. Expert authors have written review articles that provide information based on current knowledge of implementation of technologies but also ask questions about how to implement and what potential challenges there will be. Pediatricians will come away with the information they need to employ telemedicine in their clinical practice.
2020, Print Book #: WPPY7
ISBN: 9780323710879
Elsevier, $76.99

Pediatric Vaccines: A Clinical Decision Support Chart
American Academy of Pediatrics
This handy visual aid guides clinicians in discussions with patients and parents about the importance of vaccines, the diseases they help prevent and the various vaccines recommended. The chart includes infographics and clinical images to help illustrate why vaccines remain important in preventing diseases. Vaccines covered include influenza, varicella (chickenpox), human papillomavirus infection, polio, meningitis, and much more. The chart also includes information for health care professionals about the origin and nature of the diseases and current recommendations for vaccine schedules.
2020, Print Book #: AQDR1
ISBN: 9781610024631
American Academy of Pediatrics, $63.95
Vaccines: A Clinical Overview and Practical Guide
Joseph Domachowske (SUNY Upstate Medical Univ., Syracuse, NY)
This book is designed to provide easy-to-read and basic information about vaccines for those undertaking a vaccine course or for medical providers seeking to improve their skills. Written by expert medical educators in the areas of infectious diseases, medical microbiology, and pediatrics, this book begins by establishing the fundamentals of vaccines such as what constitutes a vaccine, how they are manufactured and composed, how they are tested for safety and efficacy, and how vaccine recommendations are developed and conveyed to health care providers and their patients.
2021, Print Book #: FNLA3
ISBN: 9783030584139
Springer Nature, $212.95

Let's Talk Vaccines; A Clinician's Guide to Addressing Vaccine Hesitancy and Saving Lives
Gretchen LaSalle, MD
Engaging, accessible, and filled with practical communication advice, Let’s Talk Vaccines helps you educate patients on the importance of life-saving vaccines using a patient-centered and empathetic approach. Covering everything from the science of vaccine safety to the psychology of risk communication, this essential guide includes real-life examples and thoughtful, evidence-based techniques that will help patients understand vaccines and make informed decisions. Ideal for primary care providers, pediatricians, family physicians, nurse practitioners, and public health advocates, it provides an excellent framework for how to approach difficult discussions, with the goal of improving the health of each patient as well as the community at large.
2020, Print Book #: LNG82
ISBN: 9781975136338
Wolters Kluwer, $72.50

COVID-19 RESOURCES: LB.CA/COVID19

Smith's Recognizable Patterns of Human Malformation, 8e
Kenneth Lyons Jones, MD (Univ. of California, San Diego, CA)
Long known as the go-to resource for superbly illustrated, up-to-date coverage in this complex field, this book provides a wealth of information on malformation syndromes of environmental and genetic etiology, recognizable disorders of unknown cause, clinical approaches to specific diagnoses, and normal standards of measurement for the entire spectrum of disorders.
Due June 2021, Print Book #: JFST4
ISBN: 9780323638821
Elsevier, $115.99
eBook download (ePub) Book #: JGFK4, $115.99
Fetal and Neonatal Physiology, 6e (2 Volume Set)
Richard A. Polin, MD (Columbia Univ., New York, NY)
Offering the comprehensive, authoritative information needed for effective diagnosis, treatment, and management of sick and premature infants, this book is an invaluable resource for board review, clinical rounds, scientific research, and day-to-day practice. This trusted two-volume text synthesizes recent advances in the field into definitive guidance for today’s busy practitioner, focusing on the basic science needed for exam preparation and key information required for full-time practice. It stands alone as the most complete text available in this complex and fast-changing field, yet is easy to use for everyday application.
Due August 2021, Print Book #: PRPE2
ISBN: 9780323712842
Elsevier, $501.99

Neonatology for Primary Care, 2e
Deborah Campbell, MD, FAAP (Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY)
The revised and updated second edition covers practical approaches to caring for healthy and high-risk newborns and infants. The book covers maternal and fetal health, care of the newborn after delivery, breastfeeding, follow-up care, common congenital anomalies, the newborn with a heart murmur or cyanosis, neurologic findings, primary care issues relating to newborns and infants requiring intensive care, and health and developmental outcomes. More than 40 chapters cover step-by-step guidance on what to do, when to admit, and when to refer. Recommendations and lists detailed references within each chapter.
2020, Print Book #: CTLNO
ISBN: 9781610022248
American Academy of Pediatrics, $156.50

Avoiding Misdiagnosis in Pediatric Practice: In Clinical Practice Series
A. Sahib El-Radhi (Univ. of London, UK)
This book discusses the most common symptoms in pediatrics. It is based on best available scientific evidence and up-to-date information. The book also discusses a range of common conditions associated with bacterial and viral infections of the oro-nasal, eye, chest, abdominal and genito-urinary regions. The book helps the clinician to distinguish symptoms and signs of pediatric diseases to avoid diagnostic errors. Each chapter starts with a list of core messages, and includes tables and figures to focus on the subjects under discussion. The whole text is written in reader-friendly manner. The book is of interest to general pediatrics and doctors in primary care. It is also of interest to students, nurses and other professionals who look after children.
2021, Print Book #: EEGT1
ISBN: 9783030417499
Springer Nature, $70.95

eBook download (ePub) Book #: EFK66, $70.95
The Harriet Lane Handbook: The Johns Hopkins Hospital, 22e
Johns Hopkins Hospital; Keith Kleinman; Lauren McDaniel, Matthew Molloy
Every three years, The Harriet Lane Handbook is carefully updated by residents, edited by chief residents, and reviewed by expert faculty at The Johns Hopkins Hospital. Easy to use, concise, and complete, this essential manual keeps you current with new guidelines, practice parameters, pharmacology, and more. The 22nd Edition of this portable reference continues to be the #1 source of pediatric point-of-care clinical information for pediatric residents, students, nurses, and all healthcare professionals who treat young patients.
2021, Print Book #: JENN3
ISBN: 9780323674072
Elsevier, $70.99
eBook download (ePub) Book #: TKZ65, $64.99

Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics, 21e (2 Volume Set)
Robert M. Kliegman, MD (Medical College of Wisconsin, Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI)
The reference of choice among pediatricians, pediatric residents, and others involved in the care of young patients. This fully revised edition continues to provide the breadth and depth of knowledge you expect from Nelson, while also keeping you up to date with new advances in the science and art of pediatric practice. Authoritative and reader-friendly, it delivers the information you need in a concise, easy-to-use format for everyday reference and study. From rapidly changing diagnostic and treatment protocols to new technologies to the wide range of biologic, psychologic, and social problems faced by children today, this comprehensive two volume reference keeps you on the cutting edge of the very best in pediatric care.
2020, Print Book #: KLR32
ISBN: 9780323529501
Elsevier, $219.99

Berkowitz's Pediatrics: A Primary Care Approach, 6e
Carol D. Berkowitz, MD, FAAP (Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA)
The reference of choice for pediatricians, residents and medical students, the newly revised and expanded sixth edition provides clear, practice-oriented guidance on the core knowledge in pediatrics. Edited by a leading primary care authority with more than one hundred contributors, the sixth edition provides comprehensive coverage of hundreds of topics ranging from temper tantrums and toilet training to adolescent depression and suicide. More than 155 (including 5 brand new) clinical chapters review pertinent epidemiology and pathophysiology, then give concise guidelines on what symptoms to look for, what alternative diagnoses to consider, what tests to order, and how to treat your patient.
2020, Print Book #: DTCR2
ISBN: 9781610023726
American Academy of Pediatrics, $156.50
2021 Nelson’s Pediatric Antimicrobial Therapy, 27e
John S. Bradley, MD (Rady Children’s Hospital, San Diego, CA)
Completely updated and revised, the 27th edition of this best-selling reference provides instant access to the latest recommendations for treatment of infectious diseases in children, including COVID-19. For each disease, the authors provide a commentary to help select the best of all antimicrobial choices. Drug descriptions cover all antimicrobial agents available today and include complete information about dosing regimens. New in the 27th edition: Continuous updates of drug and dosing changes; 4 new chapters; and a reorganized chapter order to improve functionality.
2021, Print Book #: FPW69
ISBN: 9781610024440
American Academy of Pediatrics, $52.50

AAP Healthy Development and Well-Child Support Chart
American Academy of Pediatrics
The AAP Healthy Development and Well-Child Support Chart provides pediatric health professionals with a quick and easy-to-use reference on some of the most important areas covered in the pediatric well-child visit: developmental and social-emotional milestones, adolescent development, mental health, behavioral concerns, toxic stress and resilience, physical activity, sleep, and more. It addresses development in all age-groups, including middle childhood and adolescence. This comprehensive new resource features as assortment of tables, charts, graphs, and other accessible resources to support pediatric healthcare professionals at the point of care.
2020, Print Book #: AMYN5
ISBN: 9781610024020
American Academy of Pediatrics, $63.95

Newborn and Infant Nutrition: A Clinical Decision Support Chart
American Academy of Pediatrics
This all-new clinical resource provides valuable point-of-care decision support tools based on AAP policy for nutrition of newborns and infants. A variety of the most important and practical tables, guidelines, and algorithms in the new eighth edition of the AAP policy manual “Pediatric Nutrition” is collected here for easy reference in an enlarged, expanded, colorized format.
2020, Print Book #: ANF64
ISBN: 9781610024280
American Academy of Pediatrics, $63.95
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